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Attempt any Five questions.
All questions carry equal marks.

Q1)

Derive the current equation for an enhancement mode NMOS transistor in
saturation. Describe the each term involved. How does the equation get
modified for PMOS transistor? Is the same equation valid for depletion
transistors?

Q2)

(a)

Derive an expression for the Logic Threshold voltage of a EID NMOS
inverter.

(b) If VTD= -3.5 V, VTN= 1 V in a depletion-loadNMOS inverter and
supply voltage is 5 V. Determine the inverter ratio K for a symmetric
switchingpoint.
Q3)

(a) Describe with illustrations, the p-well CMOS' fabrication process to
show how a CMOS inverter is fabricated.
(b) Draw the stick diagram of a 2-input XOR gate,circuit in 2-metal single
poly CMOS technology.

Q4)

Q5)

(a)

Find 'tpHLfor a load of.1 pF driven by a 20-kQ resistive-load inverter
circuit, where !,\,Cox = 25 !-tAN2, W/L = 10, VTO= 0.7 V. Assume
input to be ideal rectangular pulse switching between 0 V and 3.3 V.

(b)

What are Super Buffers? Explain.

(a) What is sheet resistance of a material? A particular layer ofMOS circuit,
has a resistivity p = 1 Qcm. A section of this layer is 55 !-tmlong and 5
!-tmwide and has a thickness of 1 !-tm.Calculatethe resistance; R from
one end of this section to the other along the length in terms of sheet
resistance R0 . What is the value ofR 0 ? What is the absolute value ofR?
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(b) Discuss the capacitive model of a MOSFET.
VA

Q6)

(a)

What do you understand by Constant-Voltage and Constant-Field
Scaling? How do the various performance parameters scale in both of

these theories?
(b)

.

Calculate. the approximate (i) dynamip and (ii) short-circuit power
dissipated in a chip (with 10;000 equivalent inverters) operating with a
VDDof 5 V at 100.MHz with an internal switched capacitance of 300

pF. The average rise/fall time is 200 ps. Assume IVTnl= IVTpl = 1V,
~n' = ~p= 60 J.!AIV2.'
.
Q 7) Do the modular design of an n-bit gray.to binary code converter. Evolve the
schematic of a cell. Use this cell fo design a 3-bit converter.
Q8)

Write short notes on any two of the following:
(a) Limits of scaling in MOScircuits.
(b) Latch-up in CMOS.
(c)

Channel length modulation.
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